
Caring for People on the Move - Broken in transit - 2 Corinthians 4:7-18    

 1.  Why did Paul not lose heart, even though he encountered much suffering in his 

ministry? What are the challenges we face that tempt us to lose heart? What mustn’t 

we lose sight of if we are not to lose heart? 

2.   Paul is confident even when the gospel he is preaching is rejected. What is the basis 

of this confidence? How confident are we in the gospel? What are the rejections we 

find hardest to cope with? The temptation is always to try and make things easier for 

people to believe in the Good News of Jesus? How do we best discern ways in which 

we can do this? What are the dangers in trying to do this? 

3.   When we look at our own struggles, what enables us to be strong in the face of our 

own suffering or persecution? Does Paul give us any insight into how we can 

approach our own struggles? 

4.   Which of the following do you most associate with at the moment: hard pressed, 

perplexed, persecuted, struck down? How does the jar of clay (us) differ from the 

treasure of the Good News of Jesus? Can you give examples from your own life 

5.   Why does God choose to make us so fragile? What do we most need to learn as 

people about being clay pots? Are there things in our church life that make it easy or 

hard for us to live with this fragility?  

6.   Why did Paul compare God making his light shine in people’s hearts to the creation 

account of Genesis 1? How are God’s actions in salvation similar to his actions in 

creation? Why is this so important to grasp as we discuss our own fragility? 

7.   Despite Paul’s fragility he is incredibly resilient. What enables us to grow in our 

ability to be resilient? How as a church can we help people to grow more resilient? If 

we become a more resilient church, how do we not alienate those struggling with 

their fragility? 

 


